New York gallery Maison Gerard is showcasing contemporary objets d’art in bronze, a highly versatile age-old material. “The Subtle Beauty of Bronze” presents furnishings and accessories by Jaimal Odedra and Aline Hazarian, both multidisciplinary designers whose careers began in other creative industries. Jaimal, who cut his teeth at some of the world’s leading fashion houses, will unveil a wide range of accessories such as Athiya, a fluid tableware collection, along with wraparound bracelets and circlet necklaces. Each are the result of working in small artisanal setups in Morocco. Hazarian, having discovered a passion for product design when
when renovating her residence in Paris, focuses on larger-scale furnishings inspired by Art Nouveau and Art Deco. Highlights include Anahit, an oval coffee table, and Aramaz, a rectangular console table, both in polished and patinated bronze. Catch them at 53 East 10th Street in Manhattan until August 31.
Aramaz console table by Aline Hazarian. Photography by Arian Camilleri.
Mir occasional table by Aline Hazarian. Photography by Arian Camilleri.
Heart vases by Jaimal Odedra. Photography courtesy of the designer.
Vahan table lamps by Aline Hazarian. Photography by Arian Camilleri.